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The g-(Fe,M)23C6 phases constitute an important class of iron carbides. They occur both as precipitates in
steels and iron alloys, thereby increasing their strength, and as common minerals in meteorites and in
iron-rich parts of the Earth's mantle. Here we investigate the composition-dependent relative stability of
these phases and the role of magnetism therein. The g-(Fe,M)23C6 phases have mineral names isovite
(M ¼ Cr) and haxonite (M ¼ Ni), and have a complex crystal structure (116 atoms in the cubic unit cell) in
which the metal atoms have a rich variety of atomic coordination numbers, ranging from 12 to 16. Firstprinciples calculations show a narrow formation range for g-(Fe1xNix)23C6 (x ¼ 0e0.043), while the
formation range for g-(Fe1xCrx)23C6 is very broad (x ¼ 0e0.85), in good agreement with available
experimental data. The present study also shows the importance of magnetism on the formation and
stability of these compounds. The conditions of formation and several factors enhancing or hampering
the formation of g-(Fe,M)23C6 in man-made steels and in meteorites are discussed.
© 2015 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Since the discovery of g-Cr23C6 by Westgren [1], this cubic
phase has been reported in many steels [2e6]. Recently Jin and
co-workers found g-(Fe,M)23C6 nano-particles (with radii of
4e8 nm) at dislocation loops of ion-irradiated austenitic steels
[7]. Taneike and co-workers also revealed that nano-sized precipitates play a crucial role in the physical properties of steels [8].
This shows the importance of understanding the formation and
stability of these precipitates in metallurgy and for the development of new steels [7e14]. In addition, these compounds are also
earth materials. The g-(Fe,Cr)23C6 phase occurs in the lower
mantle of the earth and is then referred to as the mineral isovite
[15,16], whereas the haxonite phase g-(Fe,Ni)23C6 containing
about 4.9 at% Ni was discovered by Scott in the 1970s in iron
meteorites [17e22]. Information on the formation, stability and
physical properties of these minerals is very helpful for planetary
researchers and geophysicists to understand the history of meteorites, and to understand the formation of minerals in the
Earth's mantle [18e23].
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The g-(Fe,M)23C6 phases exhibit a rich variety in crystal chemistry, as shown in Westgren's work [1]. This representative of the
cubic g-M23C6 phase has space group Fm3m (nr. 225)
[1e3,11e14,39]. There are four crystallographically distinct kinds of
M atoms in g-M23C6: M1 at the Wyckoff sites 4a, M2 at 8c, M3 at 32f
and M4 at 48h, as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, we can present the
formula as (M1)1(M2)2(M3)8(M4)12C6 according to its structural
characterization. Careful analysis reveals that this crystal structure
can be considered as composed of two parts: a framework containing sets of strongly linked M-sublattices (M3 and M4), additional stabilizing metal atoms (M1 and M2), and C atoms positioned
in cavities of the framework. The coordination of M and C atoms in
the g-M23C6 phases varies strongly: Each M1 atom has 12 M4
nearest neighbors; each M2 has only 4 M3 nearest neighbors and
12 M4 atoms with a greater distance in the range of 2.7e2.9 Å. Both
M3 and M4 have 10 M nearest neighbors and 2 or 3C neighbors. The
C atoms have eight M nearest neighbors. Such a coordination of the
C atoms is unusual, since most C atoms are octahedrally coordinated in the transition metal carbides [1e4,12e16,39].
The chemical compositions of isovite and haxonite as observed
in meteorites are quite unusual in metallurgy. g-(Fe,Cr)23C6 was
found in many Cr-containing steels with a wide range of Cr/Fe ratios
at elevated temperatures [24,25], while g-(Fe,Ni)23C6 was only
discovered in iron meteorites with about 4.9 at% Ni [17e22], and to
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Fig. 1. a) Schematic crystal structure of the g-M23C6 phase (M ¼ Cr, Ni, Fe) and b) The same structure as in (a) but now in perspective view, and with additional bonds drawn to show
the 8-fold-coordination of C by M3 and M4 atoms. The pink spheres represent the M1 atoms at the 4a sites, purple spheres M2 atoms at the 8c sites, red spheres M3 atoms at the 32f
sites, and dark-red spheres M4 atoms at the 48h sites; the dark spheres represent C atoms at the 24e sites. For simplicity, only MC bonds are shown. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

date there are no reports on g-(Fe,Ni)23C6 phases observed in steels
or alloys [2,14,26]. The phase diagrams of the ternary FeeCreC
system show that g-(Fe,Cr)23C6 has a Fe/Cr alloying range from 0.0%
to ~88 mass% of Fe at elevated temperature [24,25], while experimental studies for FeeNieC systems showed stable FeeNi alloys,
but only metastable carbides [27,28]. There are no observations of
the cubic g-(Fe,Ni)23C6 phase in steels [14,27e30].
Theoretical efforts have been made for the g-M23C6 phases and
related compounds in the FeeMeC system, but mainly on binary
carbides [11,12,31e42]. Using a pair-potential approach, Xie and coworkers explored a series of g-(Cr, M)23C6 (M ¼ Fe, W, Ni) compounds in detail [11,12]. However, the absence of magnetic effects
in these calculations is a serious shortcoming. Jiang [31] and
Widom et al. [32,33] investigated the compounds in the binary
CreC system using a ﬁrst-principles approach and found a high
stability for the g-Cr23C6 phase. Also the magnetism of the g-M23C6
(M ¼ Cr or Fe) phases is addressed in several works [34,35]. Many
ﬁrst-principles calculations have been applied to iron carbides as
well [36,37,39e42]. Recently a systematic ﬁrst-principles study on
the stability of binary FeeC compounds revealed that although
being meta-stable with respect to the elemental solids (ferrite and
graphite), g-Fe23C6 is slightly more stable than the well-known
cementite phase, q-Fe3C [39,40]. Both theoretical calculations and
experimental observations agreed that during the thermal treatments of FeeC alloys, the hexagonal close packed (hcp) family
phases (ε-Fe2C, h-Fe2C, c-Fe5C2, and q-Fe3C) are formed while there
is no trace of formation of g-Fe23C6 [2,37e44]. To date no reliable
theoretical calculations have been performed for g-(Fe,Ni)23C6
phases.
In this paper, we present a systematic study on the g-(Fe,M)23C6
(M ¼ Cr, Ni) phases using the density functional theory (DFT)
within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). The calculated formation energies are compared with the cohesive energies
of 3d transition metal carbides obtained by Guillermet and Grimvall
[45]. We obtained a broad formation range for M ¼ Cr and a very
narrow range for M ¼ Ni in agreement with the available experimental observations [1e4,17e20,24e30]. The local chemical
bonding and the electronic and magnetic properties are addressed
and discussed in relation to stability. The information obtained here
is useful to understand the formation, occurrence, and characterization of the g-(Fe,Ni)23C6 and g-(Fe,Cr)23C6 phases in different
steels and alloys (metallurgy) and in both iron meteorites and the
Earth's mantle (geosciences).

2. Details of theoretical calculations
The formation energy is used to assess the relative stability of
the compound relative to the elemental solids. The formation energy (DE, per atom) for a ternary carbide (MnM0 n0 Cm) is deﬁned
from the pure solids of the elemental phases (M ¼ a-Fe, M0 ¼ a-Cr
or g-Ni, and graphite) [13,35e42,46]:

DE ¼ fEðMnM0 n0 CmÞ  ½n EðMÞ þ n0 EðM0 Þ þ m EðCÞg=ðn þ n0
þ mÞ
(1)
At a temperature of T ¼ 0 K and a pressure of p ¼ 0 Pa, the
formation enthalpy difference is equal to the formation energy
difference, i.e. DH(M0 n'MnCm) ¼ DE(M0 n'MnCm), when the zeropoint vibration contribution is ignored.
We considered different Fe/M (M ¼ Cr,Ni) alloying ratios in g(Fe,M)23C6, while retaining the symmetry of the cubic phases. As
shown before, magnetic ordering plays an important role in 3d
transition metal compounds [31e44,46e48]. As shown in Fig. 1,
there are 4 crystallographically different types of metal atoms.
Using the HeisenbergeIsing model, there will be eight different
magnetic arrangements, (M1)[(M2)[Y(M3)[Y(M4)[Y. Naturally,
each metal atom/ion may exhibit a high-spin (HS) or a low-spin (LS)
solution. So for each composition, there will be 64 possible
magnetic conﬁgurations. Fortunately, we can reduce the numbers
by considering the fact that most Fe/Ni compounds including
carbides are ferromagnetic (FM) or ferrimagnetic (FRM)
[31e44,46e48]. Therefore, the ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic
ordering was taken as starting point for the Fe/Ni carbides. Possibilities of other magnetic conﬁgurations were taken into account as
well. For Fe/Cr carbides, we performed calculations for the 8 conﬁgurations for each chemical composition with extra consideration
of the spin-states. The calculations showed that most of the
different inputs converge towards one solution for the Ni/Fe systems. For the Fe/Cr carbides, we obtained multiple magnetic conﬁgurations among which we present the most stable ones only in
the section below.
In the present calculations, we mostly retain the crystal symmetries. We also performed calculations for selected cases with
broken symmetries, e.g. replacing one Fe at one of the M1, M2, M3,
or M4 sites by Ni/Cr in the g-Fe23C6 phase in order to ﬁnd the
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preferred site for the Ni/Cr atom.
For all calculations, the code VASP (Vienna Ab initio Simulation
Package version 4.6.34) [49e51] which uses the density functional
theory (DFT) within the Projector-Augmented Wave (PAW) method
was employed [52,53]. The (spin-polarized) generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) formulated by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof
(PBE) [54] was employed for the exchange and correlation energy
terms, since it has been shown that the GGA approximation describes spin-polarized 3d transition metals better than the local(spin-polarized) density approximation (LDA) [39,55]. The cut-off
energy of the wave functions was 500 eV. The cut-off energy of
the augmentation functions was about 645 eV. The integrations in
reciprocal space were performed on a 12  12  12 grid with 72 kpoints, in the irreducible Brillouin zone (BZ) of g-M23C6, using the
Monkhorst and Pack method [56], while a 24  24  24 grid with
364 k-points was used in the irreducible Brillouin zones (BZ) of aFe, a-Cr, g-Ni and C in the diamond structure. Structural optimizations were performed for both lattice parameters and coordinates of atoms. For the calculations of local electronic
conﬁgurations and partial density of states of atoms, the atomic
sphere radius is set at 1.4 Å for Cr/Fe/Ni and 1.0 Å for C, respectively.
Note that Cr/Fe/Ni 4s, 4p and 3d electrons and C 2s, 2p electrons
exhibit an itinerant character in alloys and carbides and in principle
belong to the whole crystal. However, we can decompose the plane
waves in the atomic sphere and obtain e.g. the Cr/Fe/Ni 3d components in the spheres for both spin-up (or majority) and spindown (minority) direction. In this way a local magnetic moment
is obtained that is the difference of the spin-up electrons and spindown electrons in the sphere. In the calculations for g-(Fe,M)23C6
phases, for M ¼ Ni ferromagnetic ordering was used as initial guess,
while for M ¼ Cr, several additional antiferromagnetic orderings
were used as initial guesses in order to obtain the most stable
magnetic conﬁgurations. Various k-meshes were tested, e.g.
8  8  8 (29 k-points) to 16  16  16 (142 k-points) grids for gM23C6, as well as cut-off energies for the waves and augmentation
waves, respectively. The tests of k-mesh and cut-off energies
showed a good convergence (~1 meV/atom).
3. Calculated results
3.1. Elemental metals (Cr, Fe and Ni)
The ground states of the 3d transition metal series have been a
topic of intensive investigations [53,55e73]. The ferromagnetism
has been well-established for body-centered cubic (a-)Fe and for
face-centered cubic (g-)Ni [57,58]. Meanwhile, the magnetic
structure of the ground-state of Cr has been debated [59e62]. At
the ground state, Cr has a body-centered structure (a). Early work
proposed that a-Cr has a spin-density-wave (SDW) structure [59].
Accurate calculations ﬁnd difﬁculties to conﬁrm the SDW model
[60,61]. Recent ﬁrst-principles calculations indicate that the antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering has a rather high-stability for a-Cr
[5962]. In the present work we therefore adopt the AFM model
[60,61]. Our calculations give the lattice parameter and magnetic
moment for AFM a-Cr that are very close to those by Cottenier and
co-workers using high-precision full-potential linearized
augmented plane wave within the generalized gradient approximation [61], as shown in Table 1. We also tested and calculated the
structure and properties of face-centered cubic (fcc) Cr with
different magnetic orderings as input conﬁgurations. All calculations resulted in the non-magnetic solution (NM). The calculated
results for the ground states of a-Fe, a-Cr and g-Ni are listed and
compared with experiments in Table 1. It is generally known that
carbon exhibits at least two phases, graphite and diamond. The
ground state of carbon is graphite. Experiments have determined
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that at zero pressure and zero K, graphite is about 17 meV/atom
more stable than diamond [39,40]. Therefore, we performed calculations for diamond and added a correction term in order to
obtain the enthalpy for graphite. The calculated diamond lattice
parameter is 3.5713 Å with details described in earlier publications
[13,39e41]. As shown in Table 1, the present calculations for the 3d
metals reproduce the experimental values as well as the former
theoretical results.
3.2. Binary carbides g-M23C6, (M ¼ Cr, Fe and Ni)
Table 1 also lists the calculated results for binary g-M23C6,
including comparisons with experimental measurements and
previous theoretical results. Structural information is experimentally available only for M ¼ Cr [1e3]. Branagan and co-workers
observed g-M23C6 with M ¼ Fe from crystallites formed during
crystallization of amorphous alloys [63]. There is no report on gM23C6 with M ¼ Ni. The calculated formation energies are in good
agreement with the former calculations for M ¼ Cr [31e33] and
M ¼ Fe [13,39,40]. Experimental phase stabilities also agree well
with our calculations, showing high stability for g-Cr23C6, metastability for g-Fe23C6, and low stability for g-Ni23C6 (Table 1). Our
calculated formation energy for g-Cr23C6 is close to that by Jiang,
[31] but slightly different from those by Wallenius and co-workers
who employed different cut-off energies for metals and carbides
[32e34]. The energy difference caused by various cut-off energies
in calculations is even more apparent for g-Fe23C6 (Table 1). Guillermet and Grimvall studied the cohesive energies of 3d-transition
metal carbides, including the g-M23C6 phase [45]. As shown in
Table 1, the calculated formation energies in the present work
showed a stable phase for M ¼ Cr, while the phases with M ¼ Fe and
M ¼ Ni are metastable. The relative order of stability is: gCr23C6 > g-Fe23C6 > g-Ni23C6, in line with the former analysis by
Guillermet and Grimvall who calculated the value from experimental data on g-Cr23C6 [45,64]. But for metastable g-Fe23C6 and gNi23C6, they estimated the values from interpolation and extrapolation procedures, assuming that the bonding properties vary
smoothly as a function of the average number of valence electrons
per atom in the compounds [45].
Our calculations reveal a rich variety of local magnetic moments
for the g-M23C6 phases in the atomic spheres as shown in Table 2. It
is notable that in g-Fe23C6 the local moment is about 2.82 mB in the
sphere of an Fe2 atom which has only 4 nearest neighbors (aside
from another 12 neighbors at greater distance of about 2.88 Å). This
agrees with the general rule that a lower coordination can increase
local magnetic moments, e.g. Fe at surfaces [65,66]. The local moments in g-Ni23C6 are small (with an average value of 0.06 mB) in
comparison to that in g-Ni (0.62 mB) (Table 1). This indicates that the
g-Ni23C6 structure reduces the magnetism inside Ni spheres. This
phenomenon is not unusual as shown in our earlier work where it
was found that for both fcc-Ni and hexagonally-close-packed (hcp-)
Ni, addition of C reduces the magnetism [47,48]. The calculations
also showed an unfavorable formation energy for this compound.
The present calculations with various initial magnetic orderings
resulted in the non-spin-polarized (or non-magnetic, NM) solution
for g-Cr23C6. This agrees with most of the former theoretical works
[31e33], but it differs from the work by Dos Santos [35] who found
a very small local moment on the M1 site. A non-spin polarized
ground state for g-Cr23C6 is reasonable because it has a defective
fcc-Cr sublattice [1,13] and our calculations show fcc-Cr also to be
non-magnetic.
Although it is widely accepted that low coordination numbers
(CN) give larger local magnetic moments, this idea has no sound
physical basis as: a) as function of lattice parameter (or atomic
volume) M of any magnetic element changes, while CN remains the
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Table 1
Calculated results for a-Fe, a-Cr, and the binary carbides g-M23C6 (M ¼ Cr, Fe and Ni) in comparison with experimental results and previously published calculations.
Phase

GGA-PBE (this work)
a(Å)/M(mB/atom)

a-Fe (FM)

2.831/2.21

a-Cr (AFM)

2.837/1.07

Previous calculations

DE meV/at.

71

e

3.524/0.63

g-Cr23C6 (NM)

10.531/e

96.7

g-Fe23C6 (FM)

10.467/2.04

þ19.5

g-Ni23C6 (FM)

10.367/0.06

þ118.7

Experimental

DE meV/at.

71

e

10.90311
10.5331 10.3131
10.62712/e
10.4668/2.0413,39
e

a(Å)/M(mB/atom)
69

2.836 /2.17
2.84872/2.2572
2.84961/0.9261
2.87162/1.0862
3.51773/0.6373

e

a-Ni (FM)

a (Å)/M(mB/atom)

2.861 /2.12
69

2.879 /0.6
69

62

3.518 /0.60
~ 9531
~ 8532
~ þ4539

66

47

DE meV/at.
e
e
e

10.661
10.6423
10.63963/e

~ 8238,45
~ þ3638,45

e

~ þ6338,45

Table 2
Calculated electronic conﬁgurations, local magnetic moments in the atomic spheres, and interatomic distances in binary g-M23C6 (M ¼ Cr, Fe and Ni).

g-Cr23C6 (NM)
Atom

Site

M1

4a

M2

8c

M3

32f

M4

48h

C

24e

g-Fe23C6 (FM)

Bonds (Å)

M (mB)

Bonds (Å)

Cr1eCr4: 2.53(12)
Cr1:4s0.484p0.573d4.39
Cr2eCr3: 2.39(4)
Cr2:4s0.434p0.513d4.30
Cr3eCr2: 2.39
-Cr3: 2.51(3)
-Cr4: 2.61(6)
-C: 2.09(3)
Cr3:4s0.464p0.693d4.50
Cr4eCr1: 2.53
-Cr3: 2.61(4)
-Cr4: 2.38,2.53(4)
-C: 2.11(2)
Cr4:4s0.464p0.653d4.45
CeCr3: 2.09(4)
-Cr4: 2.11(4)
C:2s1.13 2p2.093d0.07

0.00

Fe1eFe4: 2.51(12)
Fe1:4s0.524p0.603d6.40
Fe2eFe3: 2.43(4)
Fe2:4s0.464p0.523d6.30
Fe3eFe2: 2.43
-Fe3: 2.43(3)
-Fe4: 2.61(6)
-C: 2.05(3)
Fe3:4s0.514p0.753d6.65
Fe4eFe1: 2.51
-Fe3: 2.61(4)
-Fe4: 2.38,2.51(4)
-C: 2.10(2)
Fe4:4s0.504p0.693d6.45
CeFe3: 2.05(4)
-Fe4: 2.10(4)
C:2s1.12 2p2.013d0.08

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

same; 2) at low CN one expects not metallic but covalent and ionic
bonding e which would quench the magnetic moment completely,
e.g. a four-fold coordinated Fe would almost certainly NOT be
magnetic. Therefore, we relate the local magnetic moment to its
atomic volume. Using Bader's approach which deﬁnes the boundary of an atom in a solid by the zero-ﬂux surfaces between the atom
and neighboring atoms [67], we obtained the Bader atomic volumes for g-Fe23C6. Here we remark that the atomic volumes obtained using the Bader approach are non-spherical and are
therefore different from the atomic spheres having a radius of 1.4 Å.
The Bader volumes were used to determine the charge on the
atoms, whereas the local magnetic moments were integrated from
the electron densities within the atomic spheres. However,
considering the localized nature of the 3d orbitals in our study, the
magnetic contributions will be nearly fully included in the atomic
spheres. Fig. 2 shows the relationship between the atomic volume
and local magnetic moment in the spheres of Fe in g-Fe23C6. Clearly,
the local magnetic moments of Fe increase with the atomic
volumes.
3.3. Formation energies and magnetism of ternary carbides g(Fe,M)23C6 (M ¼ Ni, Cr)
We ﬁrst performed calculations for the simple case where one
metal atom in the binary g-M23C6 (M ¼ Fe, Ni, Cr) is replaced by
another metal atom for the various Wyckoff sites. The results are
shown in Table 3.

g-Ni23C6 (FM)
M (mB)
2.53
2.82
1.78

2.15

0.15

Bonds (Å)

M (mB)

Ni1eNi4: 2.38(12)
Ni1:4s0.524p0.593d8.58
Ni2eNi3: 2.39(4)
Ni2:4s0.484p0.483d8.47
Ni3eNi2: 2.39
-Ni3: 2.51(3)
-Ni4: 2.61(6)
-C: 2.09(3)
Ni3:4s0.544p0.763d8.62
Ni4eNi1: 2.53
-Ni3: 2.61(4)
-Ni4: 2.38,2.53(4)
-C: 2.11(2)
Ni4:4s0.544p0.723d8.66
CeNi3: 2.09(4)
-Ni4: 2.11(4)
C: 2s1.12 2p1.943d0.08

0.06
0.40
0.04

0.01

0.00

Fig. 2. The relationship between the atomic volumes with nonspherical shapes as
determined using the Bader approach [67], and the local magnetic moments in the
atomic spheres (R ¼ 1.4 Å) for g-Fe23C6.

It is clear that, except for g-Ni22FeC6, all phases with the foreign
M at M1 have low formation energy (see Table 4). However for gNi22FeC6, the conﬁguration with Fe at one of the M2 sites is the
most stable conﬁguration. The magnetism for these g-M22M0 C6
phases is complicated. g-Cr22FeC6 is non-magnetic (NM). gNi22FeC6 and g-Fe22NiC6 are ferrimagnetic and the order of
decreasing values of local magnetic moments is: M(M2,
CN ¼ 16 þ 0) > M(M1, CN ¼ 12 þ 0)/and M(M3,
CN ¼ 9 þ 2) > M(M4, CN ¼ 10 þ 3), here the ﬁrst number of the
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Table 3
Calculated formation energies (meV/atom) for g-M22XC6, whereby one M atom in gM23C6 at the M1, M2, M3, or M4 site is replaced by another 3d transition metal X.
X at site

M1
M2
M3
M4

g-Ni22FeC6
DE (meV/at.)
/M(mB/Fe)

g-Fe22NiC6
DE (meV/at.)
/M(mB/Ni)

g-Cr22FeC6
DE (meV/at.)

þ114.5
/2.94
þ107.3
/3.21
þ114.7
/1.80
þ116.8
/2.50

þ5.0
/0.72
þ68.8
/0.86
þ28.5
/0.35
þ24.1
/0.49

114.7

(NM)

83.2
87.5
90.9

g-Fe22CrC6
DE (meV/at.)
/M(mB/Cr)
þ4.2
/2.37
þ15.5
/2.19 (AF to Fe)
þ20.0
/0.41 (AF to Fe)
þ18.1
/1.36 (AF to Fe)

Table 4
Calculated lattice parameters and formation energies for (Fe,Cr)23C6 phases using
the DFT-GGA approach. The results are also displayed in Fig. 3. The energies of
phases with a negative formation enthalpy are printed in italics.
Formula
Cr23C6

Cr: 4a, 8c, 32f, 48h

Cr22Fe1C6

Fe: 4a
Cr: 8c, 32f, 48h
Fe 8c
Cr: 4a, 32f, 48h
Fe: 4a, 8c
Cr: 32f, 48h
Fe: 32f
Cr: 4a, 8c, 48h
Fe: 4a, 32f
Cr: 8c, 48h
Fe: 8c, 32f
Cr: 4a, 48h
Fe: 4a, 8c, 32f
Cr: 48h
Fe: 48h
Cr: 4a, 8c, 32f
Fe: 4a, 48h
Cr: 8c, 32f
Fe: 8c, 48h
Cr: 4a, 32f
Fe: 4a, 8c, 48h
Cr: 32f
Fe: 32f, 48h
Cr: 4a, 8c
Fe: 4a, 32f, 48h
Cr: 8c
Fe: 8c, 32f, 48h
Cr: 4a
Fe: 4a, 8c,32f, 48h
Cr: 8c, 32f, 48h
Fe: 8c, 32f, 48h

Cr21Fe2C6
Cr20Fe3C6
Cr15Fe8C6
Cr14Fe9C6
Cr13Fe10C6
Cr12Fe11C6
Cr11Fe12C6
Cr10Fe13C6
Cr9Fe14C6
Cr8Fe15C6
Cr3Fe20C6
Cr2Fe21C6
Cr1Fe22C6
Fe23C6
Cr22C6
Fe22C6

a(Å) (experimental)

DE1 (meV/atom)

528.528 (10.65023)
10.90311,12
10.3431, 10.5331
10.517

96.7
100.3

10.507

0.8

10.496

87.1

10.403

29.0

10.398

41.3

10.412

þ2.5

10.376

1.3

10.387

þ3.9

10.442

36.2

10.465

33.5

10.445

6.7

10.411

þ5.3

10.391

þ21.8

10.452

þ4.2

10.467 (10.63963)
10.482
10.414

þ19.5
83.3
þ33.5

Fig. 3. Formation energies (top) and lattice parameters (bottom) for g-(Fe,Ni)23C6 and
g-(Fe,Cr)23C6 phases as a function of Fe concentration {X(Fe) ¼ n(Fe)/[n(Fe) þ n(M)]}.
In (a), the solid circles represent the results for the FeeNi phases, solid triangles results
for the FeeCr phases. Lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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coordination number of neighbors (CN) represents metalemetal
coordination and the second metal-carbon coordination. Considering the reducing effects of covalent bonding with C atoms, this
order is consistent with the order of increasing CN numbers, as
shown in Table 2. The Cr impurity in g-Fe22CrC6 is calculated to
behave differently. The Fe/Cr phases are antiferrimagnetic (AFRM)
in the Fe frames. The local moment of Cr at the M2 site is smaller
than that at the M1 site.
The calculations also show that most of the g-(Fe,Cr)23C6 (Cr
concentration > 35 atom %) phases are sensitive to the magnetic
starting conﬁguration. Therefore, for each phase we have tested
several magnetic orderings to obtain solutions of the lowest formation energies. Fig. 3 shows the formation energies for the most
stable ternary g-(Fe,Ni)23C6 and g-(Fe,Cr)23C6 phases (top) along
with their calculated lattice parameters (bottom). The local

Fig. 4. Local magnetic moments for g-(Fe,Ni)23C6 (top) and g-(Fe,Cr)23C6 (bottom) as a
function of Fe concentration {X(Fe) ¼ n(Fe)/[n(Fe) þ n(M)]}. The circles represent the
magnetic moments at the M1 atoms, solid squares at the M2 atoms, solid triangles-up
at the M3 atoms and solid triangle-down at the M4 atoms. The black curves are for the
Ni or Cr atoms and the red curves are for the Fe atoms. Lines are drawn to guide the
eye. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

magnetic moments in the spheres of 3d metals are shown in Fig. 4
for g-(Fe,Ni)23C6 (top) and for g-(Fe,Cr)23C6 (bottom).
As shown in Fig. 3 (bottom), the lattice parameters of g(Fe1xMx)23C6 vary in a small range (10.35e10.54 Å). The lattice
parameters of binary g-M23C6 decrease in the order CreFeeNi, in
agreement with the order of decreasing atomic radii: Cr(1.66 Å), Fe
(1.56 Å), and Ni (1.49 Å) [68]. With increasing Fe concentrations, the
lattice parameter of the Cr-rich phases of the g-(FexCr1x)23C6
system decreases, while it increases for the Ni-rich g-(FexNi1x)23C6
phase.
Fig. 3 (top) shows the calculated formation energies for the g(Fe1xMx)23C6 phases. It is very clear that for most Ni-rich phases
the formation energy is very high. There are only two compositions
with formation energies lower than that of pure g-Fe23C6. gFe22NiC6 with Ni at the 4a sites has the lowest formation energy, DE
~5 meV/atom. Another phase with high stability is g-Fe20Ni3C6 with
Ni at the 4a (M1) and 8c (M2) sites (DE ~ 18 m eV/atom). As shown
in Fig. 4 (top), the magnetic moments for Ni atoms are small
(typically less than 0.9 mB) while Fe atoms have large moments
(1.5e3.2 mB). The calculations show ferro-magnetism for the g(Fe1xNix)23C6 phases with two exceptions. One exception is the
Fe1 atom in g-Fe15Ni8C6 that has a large moment of about 2.47 mB,
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but in an anti-ferromagnetic (AF) conﬁguration in contrast to the
other metal atoms. The second exception is g-Fe21Ni2C6, in which
the Fe1 atoms have a small magnetic moment of about 0.2 mB, with
an AF magnetic ordering in contrast to the other metal atoms. In
both cases the formation energies are very high (>50 meV/atom).
The formation energies for the g-(FexCr1x)23C6 phases are even
more irregular. However, analysis reveals that four different regions
for the spin polarizations of Cr/Fe atoms can be distinguished, the
Cr-rich part (ReCr) with x(Fe) < 0.35, the Fe-rich part (ReFe) with
x(Fe) > 0.65 and two middle regions, R-M1 with Fe atoms occupying M3 sites (x(Fe) ¼ 0.61 to 0.54), and R-M2 with Fe occupying
M4 sites (x(Fe) ¼ 0.65 to 0.52). For ReCr, g-Cr22FeC6 with Fe at the
4a (M1) has the lowest formation energy in the whole system.
Another composition with reasonably high stability is g-Cr20Fe3C6
with Fe at the 4a (M1) and 8c (M2) sites. It is also notable that the
Cr-rich phases (x(Fe) < 35 at%) are non-magnetic, which is due to
the magnetism-quenching effects of fcc-Cr [31]. For the phases in
the R-M1 range, there is a magnetic transition. g-Cr14Fe9C6 becomes magnetic with Fe occupying both M1 and M3 sites (moments: M(Fe3) ~0.1 mB and M(Fe1) ~2.2 mB). g-Cr13Fe10C6 with Cr at
the M1 sites becomes magnetic with a sizable moment 1.18 mB,
which is comparable to that of a-Cr (see Table 1), while the Fe3 and
Cr4 atoms have very small moments. As Fe atoms occupy the M4
sites (R-M2), magnetic moments of Fe atoms become comparable
to those of pure g-Fe23C6, as shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore, gFe21Cr2C6 is calculated to have similar stability to g-Fe23C6 (Fig. 3)
with both the Cr at 8c and Fe at 4a sites are magnetically antiparallel to those of other Fe atoms. All of the Fe-rich phases,
except pure Fe phase are ferrimagnetic. The Cr atoms at M1 and M2
sites for the three compositions, g-Fe22CrC6, g-Fe21Cr2C6 and gFe20Cr3C6, have magnetic moments of about 2.1e2.4 mB with their
orientation anti-parallel to that of the Fe atoms, which have magnetic moments similar to that of g-Fe23C6, but which slightly
decreased with increasing Cr concentration. Finally, there are four
conﬁgurations with formation energies lower than the corresponding linear combinations of the binaries. These are gFe21Cr2C6, in the ReFe range, g-Fe14Cr10C6 in the R-M2 range, gCr20Fe3C6 and g-Cr22Fe1C6 in the ReCr range.
4. Discussions: formation of haxonite in meteorites and
isovite in steels

iron meteorites is expected to be similar to that of our Earth. The
large size of the iron meteorites (~hundreds of meters) caused the
cooling rate to be much lower than what can be achieved in manmade FeeC alloys/steels. Under cooling rates achievable in the
laboratory other transformations take place; the formation of bcc
Fe-rich kamacite, retained Ni-rich austenite taenite, and carbon
expulsion through Fe-carbide formation (such as cohenite) through
phase separation from the high temperature austenite phase. C
atoms do not remain in the retained austenite phase because the
high Ni concentration is unfavorable for C dissolution. Very slow
cooling allows another avenue of C expulsion: formation of gM23C6 which might nucleate at GBs of the fcc-metal domains. As is
apparent from our ab initio calculations the M23C6 phase is most
stable when Ni atoms occupy the 4a sites only and exclusively.
Hence a high degree of order on the M sublattices is required.
Furthermore, as the comparison of M23C6 and a matching 3  3  3
fcc cell indicates, a large number of vacant M sites need to be
present in the austenite phase before the M23C6 phase can replace
the fcc phase. This suggests that the formation of M23C6 from
austenite requires a large inﬂux of vacancies that can occur only if
the transformation progresses very slowly, such as under very slow
cooling rates. In alloys with large B concentrations M23(C,B)6 may
form relative easily as an intermediate phase that decomposes into
more stable compounds as the temperature is lowered further [75].
In contrast, haxonite remains stable. The reason may be that in
haxonite both Ni and C have already optimal local environments: Ni
in a 12-fold Fe coordinated site without any C neighbors, and C at a
well hybridized position involving 8 Fe nearest neighbors. Neither
Ni nor C gains much from segregating to a Ni-rich austenite
(taenite) or Fe-rich cementite (cohenite) phase, so that the Fe22NiC6
remains stable even as the temperature is lowered.
Our calculations show that the g-(Fe,Cr)23C6 phase has a broad
range of formation. Therefore, we expect complex formation ranges
of isovite phases in the CreFeeC phase diagram. However, in the
Fe-rich range there is a strong competition between g-(Fe, Cr)23C6
and some hcp family members, such as (Fe, Cr)7C3, (Fe, Cr)3, etc. that
are relatively stable phases [31e33]. As shown in our earlier work
[39e41], it is expected that the complex magnetic properties of the
(Fe, Cr) carbides will play an important role in determining the
relative stability of these related phases at elevated temperatures.
5. Conclusions

Although DFT results depend to some extent on the exchangecorrelation functionals used, and are valid only at zero temperature, we presume that the relative stability of phases thus found is
representative for the relatively stability of phases at ambient
conditions. Our ﬁrst-principles calculations for the g-(Fe,M)23C6
phases at the ground states showed signiﬁcant differences between
M ¼ Ni and Cr on stability, formation range and magnetic properties. The calculations showed a narrow formation region for g-(Fe,
Ni)23C6 phases. That is, high stability of Fe-rich g-Fe22NiC6 with a
formation energy about 5 meV/atom. In this phase the Ni content is
about 4.3 at % (or 4.6 wt %), which agrees well with the experimental observation (x(Ni) ~ 4.9 at % or 5.2 wt % of the metals) [17].
g-Fe22NiC6 has never been obtained in any man-made steels and
alloys, in spite of its relatively high stability with a formation energy lower that of the well-known cementite phase at the ground
state. However, this phase was observed in meteorites and may be
present in the Earth mantle as well [17e21]. The origin of iron
meteorites has been under much discussion [18,74]. Iron meteorites are core fragments from differentiated and subsequently disrupted planetesimals. The parent bodies are usually assumed to
have formed in the main asteroid belt, which is the source of most
meteorites. The iron-meteorite parent bodies most probably
formed in the terrestrial planet region. The time of formation of the

The ﬁrst-principles calculations predict broad and complex Cr/
Fe alloying ranges in the g-(Fe, Cr)23C6 phases, but a narrow Ni/Fe
composition range for g-(Fe,Ni)23C6, in good agreement with the
experimental observations. Both the Cr and Ni containing phases
exhibit very diverse magnetic properties, dependent on the speciﬁc
composition. The high stability of g-(Fe,Cr)23C6 indicates that these
compounds can easily be formed as precipitates in steels. The
metastability of g-(Fe,Ni)23C6 in combination with its austenitic
metal framework, explains that this phase is formed under very
special conditions, such as in slow-cooling meteorites.
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